December 30, 2008
Lou Midura
Midura Building Company
351 Maggies Run Road
Sunderland, VT 05250
Dear Lou:
With this week’s news from Efficiency Vermont that my new home in Manchester has
earned an Energy Star rating, here is the long overdue recommendation letter that is so
well deserved. Fran and I are happy to serve as a reference for you and your company. I
would encourage anyone contemplating hiring Midura Building Company to call me to
discuss our experience working together from when we first starting talking to Lou in
2006 through the one year construction period of my home ending in the summer of
2008.
First, I want to state that we will be hiring Midura Building and his team in future years
to complete sections of the home that we chose to leave unfinished until we move to
Vermont full time. I think one testament of satisfaction is being able to say at the end of
a project that you would work with the same contractor again. For my wife and me, this
has not always been the case, as detail work is left unfinished or billing surprises left a
bad taste in our mouths. These problems did not occur with Midura Building.
I would like to convey several of the reasons that the Midura Building Company met our
expectations on this project. First, Lou has a very good rapport with our architect, Bill
Badger, and was able to work well with Bill to apply the vision in the architectural
drawings to the actual structure. In many cases, Lou would offer recommendations for
alternative treatment to save expense.
Constant communication was important to us, since we chose the light touch option with
our architect after the final plans were prepared. Such an approach is not for everyone,
especially when building a second home and visiting the site only a few days per month.
But Lou would e-mail progress photos every few days, and we spoke nearly every day.
When misunderstandings or mistakes occurred, and this will inevitably happen on every
project, Lou would address them to our satisfaction bearing the financial consequences in
most instances. But there were so few problems, because Lou kept in constant contact
asking and answering questions at every step of the way.
Structurally, my new home is of the highest quality. Lou and his team worked with us at
each stage of construction to site the house on the property; assist in the selection of
windows, insulation, heating and air conditioning options, and painting contractors; and
working with Jeff Manney from Efficiency Vermont on energy efficiency options to
name a few.

Lastly, Lou and his team are just great people who take pride in their work. We both
developed a good rapport with all of Lou’s workers especially the chief carpenter Ricky
and his son Justin. It was obvious that they were trained well and had an excellent sense
for details. Through good weather and bad, the crew worked every week day and even
some weekends. The craftsmanship is apparent in each room of the home and throughout
the exterior.
I encourage anyone considering Midura Building for their project to call or write me
using the contact information below. This letter only shares a glimpse of our interactions
with Lou and his team over the past two years. During these poor economic times, there
will be a greater abundance of choice of contractors. But few will possess the
combination of the skills I found vital to build a complete home - diligence,
communication skills, and quality craftsmanship.
Sincerely,

Chip Fauver
Cell: (917) 921-6449
E-Mail: chipfauver@aol.com

December 15, 2006
Lou,
Words can’t express our gratitude for a job well
done. You are simply amazing. A man of your word
within what is humanly possible.
We’ve enjoyed working with you and can actually
say we look forward to our next collaboration.
You’re the best!
Best regards,

Steve and Sue Richter

